CHAPTER 68

UNSTEADY FLOW AROUND A VERTICAL CIRCULAR CYLINDER IN A WAVE
Kenjirou Hayashi*
and
Toshiyuki Shigemura**
ABSTRACT
The unsteady characteristics of flow around a vertical
circular cylinder in a typical wave, under which the lift
force acting on it is very stable and has a frequency which
is twice that of the incident wave, have been investigated
experimentally. The relationship between the fluctuating
flow velocities near the boundary layer separation points
and the lift force acting on a sectional part of the
cylinder has been understood quantitatively. To clarify the
region where the appearance of stable lift force occurs, the
long time records of lift forces acting on
vertical
cylinders in waves are also performed.
1. INTRODUCTION
In order to develop the study of wave forces acting on the
offshore structures, it is important to understand the flow
around a vertical circular cylinder in waves. The principal
phenomenon of this flow is characterized by the formation of
vorticies which are shed from the surface of a cylinder.
However, it is not understood so well as those in steady
flow. This may be due to the complexity of flow round a
vertical cylinder in waves, because the incident fluid
motion varies along the axis of vertical cylinder with
possessing
a vertical velocity component. A
lot
of
experimental works remain to be made in these area.
When the wave depth parameter d/L( d=depth of mean water
level, L=wave length) is small, shallow water wave, the
variation of incident flow with depth is small and the
amplitude of vertical velocity component is small compare
with that of horizontal velocity component. Therefore, the
flow around a vertical cylinder is nearly two dimensional
and quite similar to those in harmonically oscillating two
dimensional flow, plane oscillatory flow. On the other hand,
when the wave depth parameter d/L is large, deep water wave,
the flow around a vertical cylinder is three dimensional
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because the variation of incident flow along the
cylinder is large and the amplitude of vertical
component is nearly equal to that of horizontal
component.
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Many studies have been made to understand the process of
vortex shedding from a cylinder in these oscillating flow,
plane oscillatory flow and wave, since the original work of
Keulegan and Carpenter(1958) . They observed the vortex
formation round a submerged horizontal cylinder placed in
harmonically oscillating flow produces in the node of
standing waves and found a close relationship between the
vortex-shedding frequency and a Keulegan-Carpenter number
defined as KC=Um,T/D in which Um is the maximum horizontal
water particle velocity during a wave period T and D is a
diameter of cylinder.
The relationship between the vortex-shedding patterns and
KC number has been obtained by the visualization studies of
the flow round a cylinder in waves and in plane oscillatory
flow,
see for example Bidde(1971) and
Bearman(1979).
Williamson(1985) made simultaneous force measurement and
visualization round a cylinder in plane oscillatory flow by
oscillating a cylinder in still water and obtained the
detailed description of vortex shedding and the relation of
the vortex motions to the lift force profiles in each regime
of KC number corresponding to each of vortex shedding
pattern.
In order to understand quantitatively the characteristics
of flow round a cylinder in these oscillatory flow, the
measurements of flow velocities round a cylinder and surface
wave pressure on the circumference of a cylinder in waves
have been made by Isaacson and Maull(1976), Iwagaki and
Ishida(1976), Hayashi and Takenouchi(1980, 1985), Bearman et
al.(1985) and Grass et al.(1987).
Hayashi and Takenouchi(1980,1985) measured the horizontal
velocity around a vertical cylinder in a wave and the
surface wave pressure on the circumference of it by using a
Laser-Doppler anemometer and a pressure transducer. These
measurements were made in a special flow condition under
which the total lift force acting on the cylinder is very
stable for a long time with having a frequency which is
twice that of incident wave and major portion of vortex
shedding and formation take place periodically on mainly one
side of the cylinder. The vortex shedding pattern observed
was quite similar to those generally observed in waves and
in plane oscillatory flow in the approximate range of KC
between 7 to 15. The characteristics of time variation and
the phase average distributions of both the horizontal flow
velocities
and the surface wave pressures have
been
obtained.
Grass et al.(1987) also measured the velocity around a
cylinder in waves and in plane oscillatory flow. They find
the presence of vortex induced velocity enhancement effect
occurring in the flow field round a cylinder both in plain
oscillatory flow and in surface waves in the approximate
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range of KC between 9 to 12. This velocity enhancement
effect is also identified in the results of Hayashi and
Takenouchi(1980,1985).
The study describe d herein is an extension of our study
described above, Ha yashi an d Takenouchi( 1979, 1985 ),
clarifyin g the relationship between the flow around a
vertical circular in waves anc the forces acting on it. The
scope of present study is to investigate the relationship
between the flow near the boundary layer separation points
and the lift force acting on a sectional part of the
cylinder in a wave. The flow near a separation p oint of
boundary layer has an important aspect of vortex shedding
phenomenon. However, detail experimental information is
scarce in the case of oscillatory flow. In order to clarify
the region where the appearance of stable lift force occurs,
the long time records of lift forces acting on the vertical
circular cylinders in waves were also performed.
2. EXPERIMENTS
2.1 Measurement of Flow Velocity and Surface Wave Pressure
The detailed description of the experimental arrangement
used in these measurements has been given previously in our
study, Hayashi and Takenouchi(1980,1985). The experiments
were carried out in the 39.6m long flume of the Department
of Civil Engineering at the National Defense Academy. This
flume is 0.6m wide and is equipped with a ballistic-pendulum
type wave generator. A long beach with a slope of 1:6.7 is
installed at the other end of flume to absorb the wave
energy.
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Fig.l General arrangement of test cylinder
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The general arrangement of a test cylinder made of acrylic
plastic tube is shown in Fig.l. It was mounted in the flume
at a section 24.6m from the paddle of wave generator and 7m
from the toe of long beach. For the measurement of the total
inline force Fx and total lift force Fy acting on a test
cylinder, the upper end of the test cylinder was attached to
a load cell( Three Component Strain Gauge Type Load Cell,
LMC-3501-1 Nissho Ltd.) which was mounted on a
twodimensional traversing device straddling on the wave flume.
For the measurement of the fluctuating surface wave
pressure P on the circumference of the test cylinder at the
level of 19cm below the still water level, a diaphragm type
pressure transducer(PM10-01, ST Institute Co.) was attached
to a pressure tapping placed on a surface of the test
cylinder. The test cylinder was attached to the load cell,
so arranged that it can be rotated around its axis to bring
the pressure tapping to any desired orientation.
The measurements of fluctuating horizontal water particle
velocity U, the velocity component in the direction of wave
propagation, at the points al ong a diamet er through the
cylinder parallel to the wave crest were made by using a
laser doppl er anemometer(LDA) of a 15mw He- Ne typ e(Kanomax
27-0900 ser .) and a hot wire anemometer . These velocity
measurements were made at the 1 evel of 16cm below the still
water level
The general view of optical system of LDA
working in a forward scatter dual beam mod e ia shown in
Fig.2. In or der to eliminate an ambiguity of flow direction
when flow reverses under wave motion, the f requenc y sifter
was used in this LDA system.
Photomultiplier
—-/\-— Pinhole
Ligth collecting /
lense
' \

\
P

Wm=0.141
J DmO.146

Lm=l.46

Laser

Unit : mm

Fig.2 Optical system of laser doppler anemometer
These measurements described above were made in a regular
wave; wave period T=1.6sec, wave height H=10cm, wave length
L=2.9m, and still water depth d=40cm, which is the same used
in our previous work, Hayashi and Takenouchi(1980,1985) . The
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wave depth parameter d/L is about 0.138. The KC numbers
at
water surface and at the bottom of flume are 12.5 and 8.2
respectively, i.e. the variation of incident flow with depth
is small. The KC number and the Reynolds number at the level
of 15cm below the still water level are about 10 and 7700
respectively. The flow pattern around the test cylinder near
the level of the measuring points U and P, about 16cm below
the still water level, was observed by using a video
recorder camera. Aluminum powder was spread in water.

Fig.3 Coordinate system
The co ordina te s ystem is sho wn l n Fig .3. Th e m easu rement
of su rf ac e wave pre ssure P was made at 1 9cm be low the still
water le vel an d at 24 angu lar posi tions 6 by rot atin g the
The
cylin der at 15 degr ees inte rval aro und i ts cen ter axis
signa 1 o f the pres sure tra nsdu cer at ea ch ang ular po int 9
was reco rded o n th e magnet ic t ape reco rder simu ltan eously
with the signal s of wave ga uge and the 1 oad ce 11 f or a total
of ab out 5 wave per iods. Us ing thes e dat a, it is p ossi ble to
obtai n th e phas e av erage su rf ac e wa ve pr essure di stri bution
circu mf er ence of the test cyl inde r and the phas e a verage
secti onal inli ne a nd trans ver s e f o rces over 5 wav e p eriods
for s ever al wav e ph ase t/T
The me asure ment s of vel ocity U we re m ade at t he le vel of
16.5c m b elow the stil 1 wa ter le vel and at X = 0cm by varying
Y fr om -7cm to 8 cm. Inst ead of tr aver sing th e me asuring
point s o f ve loci ty, the test cyli nder was mo ved in the
direc tion of Y coo rdin ate. The s igna Is f rom velo city meters
were als o rec orde d on the magne tic tape rec orde r wi th the
signa Is f rom t he w ave gaug e, the loa d ce 11 a nd t he p ressure
trans duce r fo r th e to tal of 5 w ave cycl es a nd subse quently
analy zed by a sign al a naly zer. U sing thi s re cord ing method,
it i s p ossib le to o btai n the re lati onsh ip betwe en the
fluct uati ng v eloc ity U an d both the sur face pre ssure P and
wave fore es Fx and Fy
2.2 Long Time Measurement of Lift Forces
The long time measurements of lift forces were carried out
by using a same facility described above. Two circular
cylinders made of acrylic plastic tubes were mounted on a
load cell as shown in Fig.l. They were 3cm and 4cm in
diameter and 60cm in length. In order to eliminate the end
effect, the clearance between the lower end of
test
cylinders and the bottom of wave flume was kept less than
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lmm. Test runs were made at wave period T ranging from
0.8sec. to 2.2sec. At each wave period approximately 4 to 10
wave heights H were generated. The still water depth d was
kept at 40cm. The approximate range of rms.KC number and
rms.Re number were from 1 to 24 and 200 and 2200. The
natural frequency of the test cylinders in still water were
12Hz for D=3cm and 10Hz for D=4cm respectively. The analog
signals from the load cell and the wave gage were recorded
on a magnetic tape recorder over a time interval about 800
wave periods.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The record of the time variation of the total lift force
Fy obtained from the experiment of flow velocity and wave
pressure is shown in Fig.4. As shown in this figure, the
time variation of Fy is very stable for a long time.
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Fig.4 Long time variation of amplitude of lift force
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Fig.5 Time variation of lift forces for several rms.kC
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The time history of lift force acting on a vertical
cylinder in waves has generally irregular characteristics of
intermittency and modulation of it's amplitude as shown in
Fig.5, which is reproduced from a reference, Hayashi and
Takenouchi(1979). These irregular characteristics may be due
to the sensitivity of lift force to the stream turbulence
and poor spanwise correlation of vortex shedding along a
cylinder's axis. However, we can recognize the appearance of
stable lift force as shown in Fig.4 in this figure, for the
case of rms.KC=11.8.
In the case of plane oscillatory flow, it is recognized
that the stable lift force appears in the range of KC
approximately between 7 to 16 and in this range of KC, the
vortex shedding is very stable with taking place on only one
side o f cylinder, see f or example Maull and Milliner(1978),
Ikeda and Yamamoto(1981) , williamson(1985) and Grass et al.
(1987) . The region of st able lift force in waves may be also
represented in KC numbers which are related to the case of
plane oscillatory flow. However, we should note that there
are i mportant differences between the unsteady natures of
flow in waves and th ose in plane oscillatory flow as
descri bed previously in introduction.

Stable lift force
Unstable lift force

D=3cm

D=4ci

*•
&

•
o

Uoper limit of stable lift forcefin waves)

Q

•6

Lower limit of of stsble lift force
(in waves)

Region of stable lift forces plotted against
d/L and rms.KC

The relationship between the configuration of time history
of
lift forces, which were obtained in the
present
experiments , and both rms.KC and d/L is shown in Fig.6. In
this figure, the black symbols show the appearance of stable
lift force. The region of stable lift force for the case of
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plan e os cilia tory flow ob tain ed b y Ikeda and
Yama moto (1981)
are also show n in this fi gure . Th e quant ity of pre sent
data
is
of
stable
not
suff icie nt to de fine exa ctly th e re gion
in wa ves
This
lift
fo rce acti ng on a vert ical cylind er
range
figu re s hows that the sta ble lift force occu rs in the
the rang e o f
d/L
of
rms. KC
b etwe en abou t 9 to 1 6, for
betw een
abou t 0. 1 to 0.2 . Fo r th e high valu e of d /L > 0.2,
the
sta ble 1 ift force do es n ot a ppear. This may b e d ue
to
the fact that the vortex shed ding is poo rly correl ated along
the axi s
var iati on of
of the test cy lind er
because th e
the
inci dent
flo w a long the cyl inde r axis incr eases wit h
incr ease of d /L For the low valu e of d/ L < 0.1, t he stable
lift
fo rce also does no t ap pear . This may be
to
the
du e
incr ease d inf luen ce of w ve n onli nearity
While
farther
dependence of the stable
lift
forces
in
waves
on Reynolds number is possible as mentioned by
Maull
and Milliner(1978)
and
Ikeda and Yamamoto(1981),
such
dependence is not clear in the present data.

FX,FY

lOcm

-]0cm

t/T--0.25

t/T-0.1

t/T=0.05

t/T=0.25

t/T=0.35

t/T»0.6

Fig.7 Time variations of lift force Fy, inline force Fx, and
free surface elevation r\ with vortex shedding patterns
In the present experiment of flow velocity U and
surface
wave pressure P, the time variation of lift force Fy is very
stable
for a long time as shown in Fig.6. The
relationship
between
this Fy,
and inline force Fx and water
surface
elevation 6 with time
are shown in Fig.7. The frequency
of
Fy is two times as much as those of Fx and H.
The
process of vortex shedding in a period
of incident
wave
is
also
shown in Fig.7.
These
sketches
of
vortex
shedding
patterns were estimated from the observation of
flow near the level of velocity measurement U and
surface
wave pressure P, which were made by using a video camera
in
the
present work, and the velocity distributions around a
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vertical cylinder in waves which were obtained for several
wave phases in our previous study by the author(1980,1985) .
The major portion of vortex shedding and its activity, which
occur during each half cycle, take place periodically on
only
one side of the cylinder, negative side of
Y
coordinate. These are quite similar to those generally
observed in plane oscillatory flow in the range of KC
between about 7 to 13, which has been described in detail by
Williamson(1985) and Grass et al.(1987).
1
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(c) X=0.0 Y=-9.0
unit: cm
Laser
Anemometer

Hotwire
Anemometer

(d)

Fig.8

X=0.0 Y=-2.3

Out put signals of velocities U and water surface
elevation r)

Time variations of hori zontal water particle velocity U at
various Y points of X=0cm , which were obtained by using the
LDA, are demonstrated in Fig.8 (a),(b) and (c) respectively.
To show the phase of inc ident wave, the time variation of
water surface elevation ¥ measured by the wave gauge mounted
just beside the test cy Under as shown in Fi g.l is also
demonstrated in these figure. The time var iation of U
demonstrated in Fig.8(c ) shows that of in cident wave,
because the measuring p oint of U at Y=-9cm is enough far
from the test cylinder so that the existence of cylinder is
negligible. We can recogn ize remarkably that th e fluctuation
of U at Y=-2.3cm is large compared to that of U at Y=2.3cm.
This is due to the fact that the major portio n of vortex
shedding and its activity take place on only on e side of the
cylinder, Y<0, as show n in Fig.7. In order to show the
accuracy of the LDA meaur ement for the fluctuat ing velocity
U, a comparison of veloc ity signals from the simultaneous
measurement using the LDA and the hot wire anem ometer which
were placed at nearly sam e position at X=0cm an d Y=-2.3cm is
demonstrated in Fig.8(d). We can recognize that they almost
agree except for very sma 11 velocity.
Figure
9 shows the relationship between the
phase
variations
of pressures P at 6=90° and 9=-90°,
the
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velocities U at X=0cm, Y=-2.2cm and -2.2cm, the lift force
Fy and free surface elevation r\ , The velocity U at Y=2.2cm
and the pressure P at 6=90°, c and the velocity U at Y=-2.2cm
and the pressure P at Q=-90 were measured simultaneously
respectively. Although a little is known about boundary
layer separation from the test cylinder in the present work,
the points of 6=90° and 9=-90° seem to be near the
separation point of it. The influences of the appearance of
asymmetric vortex shedding on both phase variations of
velocities U and pressures P are clearly recognized.

5
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\\^-/ /
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t/T-0.!5

t/T'0.35

t/T'0.6

Phase variations of wave pressures P, velocities U
and lift force Fy

Figure 10 shows the details of phase variation of the
velocities U at the points of X=0cm, Y=2.2cm and Y=-2.2cm,
and the free surface elevation 1. These records cover 5
cycles of the incident wave period and identify the origin
of cycle. In order to investigate the influence of both the
presence of the test cylinder and the vortex sheddings on
the velocities U at these points, theoretical
curves
calculated from Stokes third order wave theory and linear
diffraction wave theory are plotted in this figure. The
measured velocities U at Y=2.2cm is predicted quite well by
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linear diffraction wave theory, but the velocity U at
2.2cm deviates markedly from the diffraction theory. We

Fig.10

Y=can

Details of phase variations of velocity U at
X=0cm, Y=-2.2cra and Y=2.2cm
(
>
Linear diffraction wave theory)
( - - - O- - - Stokes third order wave theory)
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Fig. 11 Distributions of wave velocities U around test cylinder
at X=0cm for t/T=-0.1 and t/T=0.05
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recognize
that
the
phase
of
U at
Y=-2.2cm
proceeds
fasterthan that of these wave theories. These may be due
to
the fact that the major portions of vortex shedding and
its
activity take place on the negative side of Y coordinate
as
described in Fig.7.
The
distribution of measured horizontal
velocity
U at
X=Ocm plotted at t/T=-0.1(=0.9) and t/T-0.05 are
shown
in
Fig.11
(a) and (b). In order to show the influence
of
the
vortex shedding which appears mainly in the negative side of
Y
coordinate,
see Fig.7, the theoretical curve
of
Linear
diffraction wave
theory is also plotted in
these
figures
respectively. At t/T=-0.1, the crest of wave is
approaching
to
the test cylinder and the peak value of Fy acts
in
the
direction
of
negative Y coordinate as shown in Fig.7.
In
this
case, the incident flow is passing from left to
right
with
increasing
the horizontal velocity
U.
The measured
velocity
U exceeds the value of
Linear
diffraction wave
theory
in the range of -5cm<Y<-2cm. This phenomenon,
which
is called the velocity enhancement by Grass
et
al.(1987),
may be due to the existence of vorticies which are shed
and
formed
in the negative side of X coordinate during a
last
half
wave cycle and then converted back over
the negative
side
of
Y coordinate. On the
other
hand,
the measured
velocity U near the test cylinder in the positive side of
Y
decreases as
compared
with the
theoretical
value.
This
phenomenon may be due to the existence of a counterclockwise
circulation round the test cylinder. At t/T=0.05, the
crest
of wave
has
just
passed through
the
cylinder
and
the
incident flow is passing from left to right with
decreasing
the horizontal velocity. At this phase, the peak value of Fy
appears
in
the
direction of positive Y
coordinate.
The
measured
velocity U decreases in the range
of -3cm<Y<-2cm
and increases just near the cylinder in the part of positive
Y coordinate
as compared
with
theoretical
value.
This
phenomenon may
be
due to the
existence
of
a
clockwise
circulation
round the cylinder, which have been induced
by
the
vortex sheddings from the surface of the test
cylinder
around 6 = -90° .
In order to obtain a quantitative relationship between the
flow around the cylinder and the lift force acting
on
it,
following
analysis was carried out. The
lift
force AFyc
acting
on a vertical cylinder in waves may be estimated
by
Eq.(l), which is an approximation of Laggally's theorem and
is
equal to the Kuta and Jukovsky theorem as
explained
by
Sawamoto et al.(1980).
AFyc=- p. r.Uo

(1)

where p is fluid density, r is the total circulation around
a
cylinder
induced
by
vortex sheddings,
and
Uo is
the
incident
horizontal velocity(=free stream velocity). If we
suppose that the circulation r is evaluated by Eq.(2),
r = (Ul-U2).-..D/2
the lift force AFyc can be re-written as follow,

(2)
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(3)

AFyc—p.(Ul-U2).jr..D.U0/2

where Ul and U2 are the velocities at diametrically opposite
surface points on the central cross-section of a cylinder.
5
AFyc
AFym

o°S'

(grf/cm)

..
l_

0

o» 0.5

8
08

8

1.0 t/T

8

-5 L
Fig.12

Phase variations of lift forces
(
• AFyc,
o AFym )

Figure 12 shows the phase variation of AFyc which was
calculated by substituting the measured velocities u at
X=0cm, Y=-2.2cra and Y=2.2cm into Eq.(3). The phase variation
of the measurement lift force AFym, which is computed by
integrating the measured surface pressure
distribution
around a test cylinder for several wave phases t/T, ia also
plotted in this figure. It is quite interesting that the
calculation value of AFyc evaluates quite well the phase
variation of the measured lift force AFym in spite of very
rough assumption is used in the calculation of AFyc.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the unsteady characteristics of flow around
been
obtained
a
vertical
c ylinder in a wave have
quantitatively by measuring the flovv velocities U and the
surface wave p ressure P. The influence of the asymmet ric
vortex sheddings , which were obtaine d by a visua lization of
flow around th e cylinder
using video camera, to the
velocities U and the surface wave p ressures P have b een
obtained. The relationship between the flow ve locities U
near the boundary layer separation p oints on th e cylin der
surface and the lift force acting on a sectional part of it
have been stud ied quantitatively by using a Kuta and
Jukovsky theorem .
The dependence of a stable lift forces in waves on rms.KC
number and wave depth parameter d/L is confirmed. However,
farther depends of it on Reynolds number is not clear in the
range of Reynolds number used in the present experiment.
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